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What is the HCS Approach?
“The HCS Approach is the first practical, fieldtested methodology for distinguishing forest
areas (humid tropics) that should be
protected or restored from degraded lands
that may be developed, through an
integrated land use planning approach.”
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HCS Forest Stratification

POTENTIAL HCS AREAS

High-Density
Forest
(HDF/HK3)

Medium Density
Forest
(MDF/HK2)

Low Density
Forest (LDF/HK1)

Appears to be
Remnant forest or Remnant forest
remnant forest but
advanced
but more disturbed highly disturbed and
secondary forest than HK3
recovering
close to primary
[may contain

MAY BE DEVELOPED

Young
Regenerating
Forest (YRF)
Mostly young regrowth forest, but
with occasional
patches of older

Scrub (S))

Cleared/Open Land (OL)

Recently cleared areas, some Very recently cleared land
woody regrowth and grass-like with mostly grass or crops,
ground cover
few woody plants
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Integration of HCS, HCV and FPIC

▪ High Conservation Value: from
rare or threatened species
through to sacred sites, and
natural habitats – especially
forests – with outstanding
biological, ecological, social, or
cultural values

“For the HCS Approach to be
successful, and for forests to be
conserved, local communities must
be engaged and active in the process
from the beginning.”

▪ Free, Prior and Informed Consent
(FPIC): is a specific process for
respecting indigenous and local
peoples’ rights that allows them
to give or withhold consent to a
project that may affect them or
their territories.
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Methodology Overview

Phase 1: uses remote sensing and ground survey data
to develop a map of potential HCS forest areas in a
particular development area.

Phase 2: Classification and analysis of patches using
HCS Decision Tree and to develop proposed Integrated
Conservation Land Use Plan.

Phase 3: Long term protection of HCS forest areas
through: Management and Monitoring, Benefits and
Incentives for Communities, Financing of Conservation
and Community Incentives.
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Large-scale/landscape indicative
HCS mapping
Targeted specifically to identify forests as input to local/regional spatial
planning and to be able to provide maps for small holders and commodity risk
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Key Opportunities &
Lessons Learnt to Date
• Significantly reduced cost of indicative HCS mapping compared to
traditional techniques without compromising on quality needed
• Supply chain stakeholders increasingly supportive of scaling up HCS
mapping to support landscape level planning
• Opportunities for cross-sector collaborations to expand and speed
up further indicative HCS mapping
• Government supportive of outputs for their own planning and
forest conservation processes

• Confidence levels with automated and initial ‘machine learning’
generated maps are improving but still issues with getting sufficient
field data to ground truth
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Recommendations for the CFI

•

HCS Approach: a practical, global, science-based, & integrative land use planning tool
to identify:

•
•

•
•

Natural forests and implement No Deforestation/conversion in the tropics
Priority areas for restoration to connect forest patches in the rural domain

The procedure and methodology for Large-scale/landscape level indicative forest
mapping is being developed in particular to support the cocoa sector to identify HCS
forest areas in the landscape and for the ‘frontier’ expansion areas e.g. parts of
Cameroon.
It is recommended that the large-scale indicative mapping combined with an adapted
simplified small farmer HCS approach (building off the simplified approach developed
for palm oil small farmers) is the best option for addressing no deforestation in the
cocoa sector
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